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I. INTRODUCTION – THE ISSUE OF THE FAULTY TIME
We would like to introduce this article with a delicious quotation from
a piece by Ronald Barnett, emeritus professor of higher education at the
Institute of Education (IOE) of the University of London, one of the most
recognized British educational scholars. In his article Being an Academic in a
Time-Impoverished Age Barnett picturesquely describes the time constraints
experienced by contemporary academics:
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“Today’s academic moves in multiple time frames… There is a class to teach… still
some preparation was undertaken the previous evening... in our academic’s mind,
too, are insistent thoughts about the deadline in a fortnight’s time by which a research proposal has to be submitted… Prior to that is a further deadline in the next
week by which some thoughts on the departmental learning and teaching strategy
will have to be put down on paper… Put to one side and half forgotten is a proforma
to all staff requiring that an assessment be made under more than twenty categories
of activity as to how our academic has spent her time during the past time. In addition, our academic is working on a paper for submission to a journal and has committed herself to submitting it in two months’ time… Over a much longer time
frame still, our academic harbours thoughts of… a sabbatical term in the Antipodes
to help to frame that agenda” (Barnett 2008: 7-8).

This quotation transfer us to the very heart of the current debate on
what activities of the professoriate should be most highly prized, namely the
issue of the faulty time (Boyer 1990: XI). Different obligations described by
Barnett generally fall within one of three categories of faculty activities:
research, teaching, or – the most unwelcomed - administrative burdens. But
the abovementioned activities by no means exhaust the list of duties conducted by the members of a contemporary faculty. Counselling and advising students or service to the public can be mentioned as additional ones
between many others. In this article we undertake the problem of the broad
range of faculty activities and the issue of the contestable measures of their
evaluation within the institutional framework of a university, which can be
summarized by two questions: What it means to be a scholar at the beginning of
the twenty first century? What is the meaning of scholarship itself? (Boyer 1990:
XII, 1).
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f[\\]^_`a b^cd `_e gjka]l \g[[ln[\ `_e bc]p]_q\ ejc]_q pn[ gc[r]^j\
pb[_ps s[`c\u v_ xyz{ n[ b`\ _`|[e ln`_l[aa^c ^f pn[ }p`p[ ~_]r[c\]ps ^f
[b ^cd }~ bn[c[ n[ b^cd[e f^c \[r[_ s[`c\u ac[`es ejc]_q pn]\
p]|[ n]\ ]e[`\ l^_l[c_]_q pn[ e]\g`c`p[ role of a faculty and the importance
^f e]ff[c[_p d]_e\ ^f `l`e[|]l \ln^a`c\n]g b[c[ e[r[a^g]_qu ^c [`|ga[ `\
ln`_l[aa^c n[ lc[`p[e pn[ c`_d ^f ]\p]_qj]\n[e [`ln]_q c^f[\\^c p^
[|gn`\][ pn[ ]|g^cp`_l[ ^f p[`ln]_q `_e a[`c_]_q _^p |[c[as c[\[`cln
a[_ et al. 2002). In 1977 he was nominated by President Jimmy Carter to
k[l^|[ pn[ ~u}u ^||]\\]^_[c ^f ejl`p]^_ bn]ln `aa^b[e n]| p^ q`]_
[g[c][_l[ ]_ ]\\j[\ ^f gjka]l [ejl`p]^n. At the end of 1979 he took up the
g^\]p]^_ ^f gc[\]e[_p ^f pn[ `c_[q][ ^j_e`p]^_ f^c pn[ er`_l[|[_p ^f
[`ln]_q1, which he served till his death in 1995. During his time at the
`c_[q][ ^j_e`p]^_ n[ ]_]p]`p[e c[\[`cln `_e gjka]\n[e \[r[c`a r[cs ]_faj
[_p]`a c[g^cp\ ^_ |[c]l`_ gc[\ln^^a gc]|`cs \[l^_e`cs `_e n]qn[c [ej
l`p]^_ \jln `\ High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America
xy College: The Undergraduate Experience in America (1987), Campus Life:
    ¡¢£ (1990), Ready to Learn: A Mandate for the Nation (1991),
¤ ¥¦¡ §¨ © mmunity for Learning (1995), and the last mentioned,
kjp _^p a[`\p Scholarship Reconsidered. Priorities of the Professoriate (1990),
bn[c[ n[ ªln`aa[_q[e pn[ ljcc[_p r][b\ ^f f`ljaps gc]^c]p][\ `_e pn[ pcj[
|[`_]_q ^f \ln^a`c\n]g a[_ et al. 2002). The wide range of interest repre\[_p[e ks n]\ bc]p]_q\ l^_l[c_\ `aa a[r[a\ ^f [ejl`p]^_u ª«]\ \g[[ln[\ `_e
bc]p]_q\ l^_r[s[e ]e[`\ ^_ [ejl`p]^_ `_e `c[ ` p[\p]|^_s p^ pn[ ]|g`lp
pn`p n[ n`e ^_ pn[ _`p]^_¬\ [ejl`p]^_ \s\p[| a[_ et al. 2002).
v_ pn[ gc[\[_p `cp]la[ b[ b]aa f^lj\ ^_as ^_ ^_[ e]|[_\]^_ ^f ^s[c\ c[
\[`cln `_e bc]p]_q\ _`|[as pn[ ]\\j[ ^f e]ff[c[_p e^|`]_\ ^f f`ljaps `lp]r]
p][\ b]pn]_ n]qn[c [ejl`p]^_ ]_\p]pjp]^_\u apn^jqn n[ bc]p[\ ]_ pn[ l^_p[p
^f pn[ |[c]l`_ \s\p[| ^f n]qn[c [ejlation, the problems he raises are unir[c\`a `_e [\g[l]`aas ]|g^cp`_p ]_ ^a`_e bn[_ pn[ e]\lj\\]^_ ^_ pn[
[r`aj`p]^_ ^f pn[ g[cf^c|`_l[ ^f pn[ professoriate in different domains of
`l`e[|]l `lp]r]p][\ ]\ ®j\p k[q]__]_q p^ \g`cd ^ffu
________________

The Carnegie Foundation starting in 1973 developed – and subsequently regularly updated – The Carnegie Classification of the Institutions of Higher Education widely used in the
studies of higher education institutions: see: http://classifications.carnegiefoundation.org ;
For an interesting introduction to the history of Classification and its development over the
last forty years, including a short analysis of important changes in classified categories and
their labels made in the 2000 edition: see: McCormick et al. 2005: 50-57; and The Carnegie
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, 2000 Edition, with a Foreword by Lee
S. Shulman, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Menlo Park 2001,
retrieved: 5-02-2013: http://classifications.carnegiefoundation.org/downloads/2000_edition_
data_printable.pdf .
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°±²³ ´±µ¶·¸ ¹º »·²¼½·¾ º¿»Àº´´º¸ ²½¸ ´³Àµ½Á·¾ ´³Àº´´º¸ ²³ ³±º ¹ºÁ¼½Â
½¼½Á µÃ µ¶À »Àº´º½³²³¼µ½ µÃ Äµ¾ºÀÅ´ »Àoposal is that his considerations are
Àµµ³º¸ ¼½ ³±º Æ²³¼µ½²· Ç¶ÀÈº¾ µÃ É²Ê¶·³¾ ËÌÍÎÍÏ ²½¸ ½¶ÐºÀµ¶´ Ã¼½¸¼½Á´
ÃÀµÐ ³±²³ ´¶ÀÈº¾ ½µ³ µ½·¾ ÃµÀÐ ³±º ¹²´¼´ ÃµÀ ±¼´ ³±º´º´Ñ ¹¶³ ²Àº ²·´µ Ò¶µ³º¸
²½¸ »Àº´º½³º¸ ¼½ ³±º ¹µµÓ ËµÈºÀ ÃµÀ³¾ »²Áº´ µÃ ²»»º½¸¼¿ Êµ½³²¼½ ³±º Àº´¶·³´
»Àº´º½³¼½Á ²½´ÔºÀ´ ³µ ÃµÀ³¾ ³Ôµ Ò¶º´³¼µ½´ ´º½³ ³µ ½º²À·¾ ÌÕÑÕÕÕ Ã²Ê¶·³¾
ÐºÐ¹ºÀ´Ñ Ô¼³± ¶´º²¹·º Àº³¶À½´ ½¶Ð¹ering 5,450 questionnaires) (Boyer
ÌÍÍÕÖ Ì×ØÂÌ×ÎÏÙ

III. BOYER’S SHORT JOURNEY INTO THE HISTORY
OF AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION:
TEACHING, SERVICE AND BASIC RESEARCH
Boyer while examining the history of American higher education singles
out three phases of its development. The first phase embraces a model of the
colonial college, as for example Harvard College, founded by the puritans
in 1636, “with its strong British roots (...) focused on the student - on building character and preparing new generations for civic and religious leadership” (Boyer 1990: 3). During this initial stage of development institutions of
higher education were fully dedicated to teaching, regarded as the central
task of the professoriate, and scholarly achievements played only a background role. Boyer quotes the declaration of Charles W. Elliot from his address during the ceremony of assumption of the presidency of Harvard
College in 1869, according to which “the prime business of American professors ... must be regular and assiduous class teaching” (Boyer 1990: 3).
The second phase, still overlapping the first one, started in the first decades of the functioning of a newly established, independent country in 1776.
Boyer stresses the shift which took place, from the shaping of characters and
developing intellectual and moral abilities to the touched by the faith in
tomorrow’s “building of a nation” (Boyer 1990: 4). The important changes in
the institutional panorama of higher education happened. Firstly, from the
beginning of the nineteenth century new kinds of technical schools were
founded, namely polytechnics, which openly and clearly defined their role
as “the service of business and economic prosperity” (Boyer: 1990: 4). Secondly, a remarkable change took place as an effect of enacting in 1862 by the
U.S. Congress of the Land Grant College Act. The land-grant colleges
played a crucial role in creating a new mission of the higher education institutions, namely service to the common good of the whole country and of all
its citizens. Even nowadays, land-grant universities are still in the vanguard
of public scholarship that is “scholarship that philosophically and opera-
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tionally reflects the engagement ideal” (Alter 2005: 462). When numerous
land-grant colleges came into existence then access to higher education
spread over the broader groups of citizens filling them with a democratic
spirit. The second phase was developing during the whole of the nineteenth
century and the first four decades of the twentieth century. Boyer stresses
that that was a time when applied research was spreading and “the faculty's
role was energized by determined efforts to apply knowledge to practical
problems” (Boyer 1990: 7), but also that this dedication to service was filled
by a moral meaning, because “the goal was not only to serve society, but reshape it” (Boyer 1990: 6).
The third phase of development of American higher education connected
with the third dimension of scholarly activity, namely basic research, visibly
sprang on the stage during the Second World War, when the professoriate
declared “the help of the universities in bringing victory to the nation”
(Boyer 1990: 10). As an effect, in the following years the era of federal research grants was launched by the newly established Office of Scientific
Research and Development, which operated between 1941 and 1947. Its
influence on taking by the universities a decisive research turn was crucial.
Boyer notices that from the end of the 1940’s to the 1990’s it’s possible to
observe - by analyzing national surveys of the faculty - a tendency showing
the systematically growing difficulty to achieve tenure without publishing,
even in comprehensive and liberal art colleges, where a faculty hired as
teachers suddenly found themselves in the a position of being evaluated as
researchers (as put it Theodore Caplow and Reece J. McGee in their book The
Academic Marketplace from 1958, quoted by Boyer (Boyer 1990: 11)). He calls
it the research climate, which caused that research “academic priorities that
had for years been the inspiration of the few now become the imperative of
the many” (Boyer 1990: 10). The changes in universities after the Second
World War was more profound and far-reaching, because paradoxically the
research turn in faculty evaluation took place during the time of massification of the system of higher education.
But one of the most important decisions was made already three years
earlier, when The Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 19442, known informally as the GI Bill, was enacted. It guaranteed every man and woman who
served at least 90 days in the U.S. Army during the Second World War covering the costs of tuition, living expenses and books necessary to enable
them to continue education at all needed levels, including higher education.
“Within the following 7 years, approximately 8 million veterans received
________________
2 The act’s official title: “An act to provide Federal Government aid for the readjustment
in civilian life of returning World War II veterans, June 22,1944”.
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educational benefits. Under the act, approximately 2,300,000 attended colleges and universities, 3,500,000 received school training, and 3,400,000 received on-the-job training. The number of degrees awarded by U.S. colleges
and universities more than doubled between 1940 and 1950”3. According to
the information provided by The United States Department of Veterans
Affairs “in the peak year of 1947, veterans accounted for 49 percent of college admissions. By the time the original GI Bill ended on July 25, 1956, 7.8
million of 16 million World War II veterans had participated in an education or training program”4. Boyer describes the GI Bill as a watershed act,
because it sparked a revolution of rising expectations (Boyer 1990: 12), in consequence of which “what was for GIs a privilege became, for their children
and grand children, an absolute right. And there’s no turning back” (Boyer
1990: 12).

ïðñ òóô ïõôö ÷ø ø÷ùú õ÷ûöïüý ÷ø ýþó÷ÿöúýóïI

A) Boyer’s fundamental thesis. There are at least three profound statements in Boyer’s book broadly discussed in the state of art. We would like
to present and elucidate them in the following section because we find them
crucially important for the understanding of what scholarship is, and further, our claim is that Boyer’s three thesis deserve recognition also in the
Polish system of higher education.
First, the concept of scholarship should be redefined in the sense of
broadening it. More precisely, as incisively articulate is the thesis of John
M. Braxton, William Luckey and Patricia Helland, “scholarship should
[also] have objectives other than the discovery of new knowledge” (Braxton
et al. 2002: 14). Such an extension of the concept of scholarship should be
understood in terms of the legitimation of three other – no less basic neither
essential – objectives of academic activity instead of circumscribing it to the
traditional understanding as solely discovery (Boyer 1990: 16). Thus, Boyer
indicates three more sorts of scholarship, equal of discovery in the significance, notably, scholarship of teaching, scholarship of application and scholarship of integration. In other words, he hardly conceives of anything extraordinary new when he refers to academic work, but quite on the con________________
3 Quotation from the webpage ‘The Our Documents’ administrated by The National Archives of the United States where there are photocopies, transcripts and a commentary to 100
milestone documents of American history presented, see: http://www.ourdocuments.
gov/doc.php?doc=76 , retrieved 01-02-2013.
4 See more information on the webpage of The United States Department of Veterans Affairs http://www.gibill.va.gov/benefits/history_timeline/index.html ; retrieved 01-02-2013.
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trary, the compelling move in his claim consists in recognizing these four
activities as equal to one another. In fact, what is quite new in his proposal
it is addition to the “trilogy of teaching, application and discovery” the
fourth kind of scholarship, that is – integration.
Second, these four forms of scholarship which designate four equally
meaningful objectives of professorial work constitute a premises for insisting on the necessary “flexibility in the assessment of faculty scholarly performance” (Braxton et al. 2002: 14) which is to be understood as a thesis that
the criteria for tenure and promotion should also embrace the breadth and
scope in which the realization of the three more academic objectives – teaching, application and integration – than merely discovery proceeds. Put it
another way, “in order to recognize discovery, integration, application, and
teaching as legitimate forms of scholarship, the academy must evaluate
them by a set of standards that capture and acknowledge what they share
as scholarly acts” (Glassick et al. 1997: 20).
With that regard, crucial in this second of Boyer’s move indicating the
necessity for extending a system of rewards and promotion is the distinction he makes between outcomes of academic activity and the processes that
lead to those outcomes, namely scholarly activities themselves which are in
need of institutional recognition, too. Paying attention exclusively to measurable outcomes – whichever of the four sorts they are – gets lost in this
measurement itself that is blind for the often long and time-consuming,
hard and reach in sacrifices ways that skilful and a well prepared, well
equipped in knowledge faculty must run through in order to reach these
outcomes. Therefore, those criteria that serve for evaluating a faculty that
submit to tenure, promotion or reward should take into account (i) realization of the four basic objectives of academic work and moreover (ii) include
clear recognition of both scholarship (outcome) and scholarly activities (involvement of professional knowledge and skills (Braxton et al. 2002: 17-18)),
so at the end of a publication it should not be the only nor primary yardstick of any faculty evaluation (Boyer 1990: 34).
Third, stating that at the time he wrote Scholarship Reconsidered too narrow a comprehension of the concept scholarship rendered faculty performance and academic institutions imitative (Boyer 1990: 2) instead of letting
them be creative and distinctive (Boyer 1990: 54), Boyer acknowledged that
the only – or the most fruitful – chance to invert it was to make every institution of higher education proclaim its own scholarly mission (Boyer 1990:
53). This third thesis of Boyer neatly articulates KerryAnn O’Meara in the
following words: “colleges and universities and their faculties should emphasize the forms of scholarship most appropriate to their mission and not
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try to emulate the faculty roles and rewards at research universities in
a quest for prestige” (O’Meara 2005: 257). This thesis entails that although
all four forms of scholarship and the prescribed to them objectives are recognized as equally important in general and a faculty should be encouraged
to undertake each of them at each institution (Glassick et al. 1997: 10), nevertheless, as it is impossible to perform all of them equally well at least at the
same time, so each institution should proclaim its own specific mission with
regard to four kinds of scholarship and work out its own specific documents on promotion, tenure and rewards with respect to the declared mission. Here we are: the same cluster of problems are facing faculties in
Europe, including Poland, in present times (Kwiek 2013: 97).
Boyer’s invention though does not stop there. Strictly with the idea of an
institutional mission is correlated the idea of “a flexible career path” – the
idea “to sustain productivity across a lifetime” (Boyer 1990: 51). The same
idea is being now clearly stressed in the European context of HE: “attractive
higher education system should be able to offer academics competitive career opportunities” (Kwiek 2013: 85).The crux of the matter consists in this
case in the appreciation of individual autonomy in defining the career path
which may take different turns of interests, accordingly to four kinds of
scholarship, as well as to relate on different skills, professional activity and
productivity forces during an entire academic lifetime (Boyer 1990: 48).
Therefore, Boyer “recommend[s] that colleges and universities develop
what might be called creativity contracts – an arrangement by which faculty
members define their professional goals for a three- to five-year period,
possibly shifting from one principal scholarly focus to another” (Boyer 1990:
48). As a result of this proposal, every evaluation of a faculty should be
based on the criteria stemming from goals declared in the creativity contract
s/he signed up.
The emancipatory force unleashed in this in-depth institutional reform
may be understood at least in three terms5:
(i) Recognition
Previously performed academic activities – within the trilogy of teaching, discovery and application - accomplished equal general recognition in
the sense that what had not been until that time understood nor treated as
scholarly activities then, in the early 1990’s, occurred to pertain to scholar________________
5 Of course, changes in the mission must be correlated (and they proceed as such in
Europe) by changes in university management and funding (Kwiek 2013: 268). But the issue
of the kinds of changes is put into question in large debates (Olsen 2007; Olsen 2010; Kwiek
2006; Kwiek 2010; Kwiek 2012; Kwiek, Kurkiewicz 2012; Kwiek 2013).
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ship as such, so the enhancement of the value of diverse academic performances was observed. It resulted in both dimensions – institutional, wherein
assigning a peculiar and unique scholarly mission to the academic institution became much easier; on the other hand for many faculty members all
that what they had been doing before not until now obtained the valuable
form of scholarship they could be proud of (Bozyk 2005: 95-111)6.
(ii) Identity building
Proclaiming a specific mission of the institution released of it and of its
faculty too from the imitative or emulate performance of other forms of
scholarship than precisely those proclaimed by an institution or/and (as it
should be correlated), than those really active wherein, in the sense of those
forms of scholarship that used to be practiced within a faculty. As one of the
main purposes of Boyer’s reform was dissemination of prestige into four legitimized kinds of scholarship (and four main objectives), institutions did
not have to pretend they were of the sort that they were not in fact. This
resulted in institutional / individual differentiation that shed more light on
faculty commitments and a valid reward structure and finally on the expected template of scholarly performance7.
________________
6 Recovering recognition, like in the case of Madonna University described by Dennis
Bozyk (Bozyk 2005), occurs to be a quite relevant and urgent problem in the Polish system of
HE, too. As Marek Kwiek puts it: “For the time being, most non-elite and demand-absorbing
institutions in Europe (and especially private institutions in Central and Eastern Europe) are
already teaching-oriented while traditional elite research universities are still able to combine
teaching and research. (…) At the same time, institutions are expected to be far more studentcentred. Students as university stakeholders are becoming increasingly powerful, also
through being reconceptualised as ‘clients’ by institutions and as a future well-trained graduate labour force by governments” (Kwiek 2012: 39; see also on the issue of those new stakeholders: Kwiek 2010: 106-123; see also Kwiek 2013: 65, 82-83). In further steps Kwiek observes
that (i) teaching and research missions are delinking and (ii) in fact only top universities are
still capable of really combining the two said missions, (iii) what for basically teachingoriented universities may signify only constant diminishing in recognition. The point here is,
that scholarship of teaching, based on high quality standards, when they do not pretend what
it is not, performed by keeping-in-touch with the current findings scholars may recover its
recognition as well. But this, in fact, excludes moonlighting in that field (Kwiek 2012).
7 In this context Kerry Ann O’Meara presents compelling findings referring to the outcomes of such reforms. She notices that “publication productivity counted more than previously [in general view at all kinds of universities] in institutions that had made formal policy
reform, which seems curios, until we consider all the baccalaureate institutions that used
Boyer’s framework to move from a culture where no scholarship was conducted at all to one
where some traditional writing was encouraged and rewarded. This finding is consistent with
an increase in writing expectations at institutions that formally encouraged multiple forms of
scholarship. While these institutions may have expanded the range of acceptable kinds of
writing to include products of engagement and teaching scholarship, nonetheless writing in
these areas is still considered a rising expectation”: O’Meara 2005: 266-267.
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(iii) Quality of performance improvement
Conceptually four kinds of scholarship have undergone analytical specifications and were correlated with empirical findings achieved in specially
designed research projects and served as a tool kit for each sort of scholarship qualitative improvement that, accordingly to Boyer’s claims, should be
also recognized in setting up criteria for promotion, tenure and rewards in
each academic institution.
The abovementioned changes could run only in the aftermath of widelyheld discussions and elaboration of four mandates, as named by Boyer, and
which are strictly assigned to his thesis.
(i) The first of them we find especially indicative of the profound and
professional understanding of the concept of four scholarships by Boyer. He
emphatically states that „all faculty should establish their credentials as
researchers (…), every scholar must (...) demonstrate the capacity to do original research, study a serious intellectual problem, and present to colleagues
the results” (Boyer 1990: 27). Such a guarantee of scientific competence each
academic researcher gets – at least within the American system of higher
education - with writing and defending his dissertation. In the context of
the contemporary Polish system of higher education, we could add, it
would be obtained with the successful defence of a habilitation thesis. According to Boyer it would be enough to verify the scientific credibility of an
academic. We propose to call this moment in the development of a professional career a threshold of scientific credibility, which can be different in disparate systems of higher education. After reaching that threshold it should
be possible to diversify ways of professional development during the further course of an academic career, since “it is unrealistic (...) to expect all
faculty members, regardless of their interests, to engage in research and to
publish on a regular timetable. For most scholars, creativity Simply doesn't
work that way” (Boyer 1990: 27) (on the contradictions to expectations toward academics see: Lucas 2004; Kwiek 2010: 124-128; Kwiek 2013: 62).
Moreover, as Marek Kwiek states “globally the academic profession is becoming a predominantly teaching profession” (Kwiek 2012: 38).
(ii) Every faculty member may then chose the most suitable career path,
moreover, s/he may change it during the academic lifetime what seems to
be intended by Boyer whilst his analysis of professional kinds of productivity (Boyer 1990: 43-51) at the academia. Nevertheless, whatever is chosen
anytime, the whole faculty – understood in terms proposed in the paragraph above - should “stay in touch with developments in their fields and
remain professionally alive” (Boyer 1990: 27). Interestingly and quite unwaveringly, in view of Boyer this “staying in touch” is to be understood in
other terms than an exhausting “throw” into research activities, participat-
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ing in a regular timetable of that sort, but rather as “reading the literature
and keeping well informed about consequential trends and patterns” (Boyer
1990: 28). Every faculty member should be familiar with the most current
and up to date state of art of his/her field and, furthermore, should have
his/her own view on the issues in question in the field what s/he should be
ready to demonstrate and justify when asked to write on the most current
problems.
(iii) “As a third mandate, every faculty member must be held to the
highest standards of integrity.” (Boyer 1990: 28) An important explanation,
very relevant, Boyer gives to the reader. “It goes without saying that plagiarism, the manipulation of laboratory data, the misuse of human or animal
subjects in research, or any other form of deceptive or unethical behavior
not only discredits the work of professors, but also erodes the very foundation of academy itself” (Boyer 1990: 28). It perfectly depicts academia as
a definitely democratic institution, as a flagship, and the most prominent
institution of this sort.
(iv) “Fourth, the work of the professoriate – regardless of the form it
takes – must be carefully assessed. Excellence is the yardstick by which all
scholarship must be measured.” (Boyer 1990: 28) This term – excellence –
introduced in late 1950’s by Robert Merton is understood by Boyer in terms
of “high performance standards” (Boyer 1990: 28) that Glassick et al. take up
and put so much emphasis on in order to boost up most of all teaching as
a kind of scholarship. We fully endorse the said move that fits the idea we
defend in the following article. Interestingly, however, now this term undergoes contestation as conquering the general understanding of academia
performance (compare: Peters 2004) under the rationale of the New Public
Management and Post-New Public Management reforms that have been
biting the Continent (or even the globe) since the 1980’. As Johann P. Olsen
articulates the background of NPM, their “reforms have mainly been ‘market-and management’ recipes inspired by neo-liberal economic theory and
private management in an era when the Zeitgeist has been anti-political”
(Olsen 2010: 9; no less sharply on the merely economic rationale of NPM see
also Olsen 2010: 153, 184, 185; on this issue Olsen 2007: 24 where he highlights that the pure utility and calculation based system of institutions becomes “too contingent on circumstance” and therefore unstable, and furthermore, reforms of the NPM do not play attention “at the ethical and
moral dilemmas”: Olsen 2007: 143, on this very topic from the view of university reforms in Australia see: Zipin et al. 2004). With regard to that we
agree with Colin Bundy who states that “universities can and must link
education and democracy. They must, because only they can” (Bundy 2004:
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174). Thus, not the excellence (at least not all alone) seems to be the primary
yardstick of the academic profession indeed.
B) The elucidation of Boyer’s three theses would not be completed without posing some questions concerning the possible discussion on similar
reforms in the Polish higher education system, reforms concerning tenure,
promotion and reward policy. As Kwiek clearly puts the problem forward
“overburdened, overworked, (relatively) underpaid and frustrated academics will not be able to make European universities in general strong and
attractive” (Kwiek 2013: 85; on the state of affairs of the HE system in Poland with regard to the four scholarships see a sad diagnosis Kwiek 2010:
380-390; Kwiek 2013: 247). Therefore, we propose below some hints to further and more in depth discussions on the issue.
Q 1: Should the HE system in Poland be comprised of institutions which
mission is defined differently according to four domains of scholarship? In
other words, should there be a reform consisting in assigning by each university its particular mission put into motion? Is the diversity of Polish universities on the ground of their autonomously chosen and prescribed missions required/possible? (The full view on possible stances on the issue in
question in the context of HE reforms in Poland is given by OsieckaChojnacka 2009)
Q 2: Should four forms of scholarship be taken into account in each institution of HE in Poland: scholarship of discovery, teaching, application
and integration? If yes, then under which conditions?
Reformers from the USA formulate some indicators for their followers
that we find quite relevant in the context of our discussion on similar reforms related to tenure, promotion and reward. One of the most prominent
is that “While administrative support, cooperation, and leadership are essential in any initiative to redefine scholarship, the actual deliberative and
decision-making process should be placed in faculty hands. (…) The entire
academic community must be involved in the deliberative process from
start to finish. In short, this must be a genuine exercise in collegiality and
community, and it must be clear at the outset that the results of the process
have not been predetermined.” (Zahorski 2005: 63) The same idea of setting
the whole faculty into deliberation, argumentation formulation and making
proposals for the construction of an institution document also in order to
strengthen the sense of the community, is vigorously stressed in the state of
art (Olsen 2007: 4), because despite it being time-consuming, it still has, on
the other hand - as a typically democratic mode of action taking - a greater
transformative power for influencing the identities of those affected (Olsen
2007: 64). Therefore, these kinds of reforms provide nothing else but an imprint of institutional self-reflexivity pointing at functional, structural, and
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most profoundly, normative re-establishing within the broader democratic
framework doing this way simultaneously demands of a democratic polity
and a (quasi)autonomous institution justice. Self-reflexivity here means
nothing else as keeping on managing stability and change, institutionalization and deinstitutionalization processes, balancing diversity and unity (Olsen 2007). As Richard M. Diamonds says that “major change requires a clear
institutional vision; leadership from the top; an agreed-upon, institutionspecific mission statement; and sensitivity to the unique culture of the institution” (Diamond 2005: 57). The mission cannot be imposed onto the institution neither from the outside, neither from the top-down perspective and
faculty involvement is strictly required in that point.
A similar thesis is stated by Marek Kwiek, however, in relation to current reforms to European HE systems. According to Kwiek “the political
economy of reforms suggests, though, that no reforms can be successful
without the support of at least some groups of academics” (Kwiek 2012: 31).
It is to be seen as a consequence of a thesis presumed on the ground of an
organization-theory-based institutional approach, that two parallel effects
proceed in public institutions including universities: public office-holders
influence institutional functioning and institutional functioning affects office-holders’ identities8, so at the end of the day, to put it in a nutshell, no
reforms may be provided without not only acknowledging some behavioural patterns expected to be performed, but in particular, without the
accord on the part of those involved for turning them into standards of institutional performance; otherwise any reforms have to but fail (on the relationship between managerialism and collegiality in European universities
see: Bundy 2004; Kwiek 2010: 214-234; Kwiek 2013: 274-290; Olsen 2010:
167n).
Braxton, Luckey and Helland advocate that these kinds of institutional
reforms shall proceed on three levels: structural, procedural and incorporation (Olsen singles out similar in the content in this very context: a) structuration and routinization, b) standarization, homogenization and authorization of codes of meaning, ways of reasoning and accounts, c) binding resources to values and worldviews: Olsen 2007: 95). On the first of them a
crucial role plays “a basic knowledge of the behaviors with the innovation,
________________
8 “Institutionalization as a process implies that an organizational identity is developed
and legitimacy in a culture is built, processes that are usually slow and difficult to dictate.
There is increasing clarity and agreement about: (a) behavioural rules and who does what,
when, and how; (b) how behavioural rules are to be described, explained, and justified; (c)
common vocabulary, expectations, and success criteria; and (d) conceptions of what are legitimate resources in different settings and who should have access to, or control, common
resources” Olsen 2010: 37).
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and those involved understand how to perform the behaviors” (Braxton et
al. 2002: 5-6; see also Olsen 2010: 38-39; 39-40). From this follows that a faculty must be well acquainted with the kind/-s of scholarship put forward as
the mission of their institution as well as they must be capable of meeting
the detailed criteria that would follow from this very mission and later on
serve as institutional indicators for tenure, promotion and reward. Moreover, as “at the procedural level, behaviors and policies associated with the
innovation become standard” (Braxton et al. 2002: 6), the abovementioned
acquaintance must involve resources (individual and institutional) and
skills and capabilities for action taking in order to undergo a transformation
into regular, standard behavior.
“The most in-depth level of institutionalization is incorporation, where
the values and norms associated with the innovation are incorporated into
an organization’s culture. With this normative consensus comes an awareness of how others are performing the behavior as well as an agreement on
the appropriateness of the behavior.” (Braxton et al. 2002: 7; on the meaning
of the normative consensus compare: Olsen 2010: 100, 126-127). As one may
see, institutions could be seen as a source of individual identity building,
however only when this thesis is being comprehended in the conjunction
with the second one, namely that they are themselves also influenced by
their office-holders, in this case by the faculty and administrative staff too
(Olsen 2010). In the aftermath of these mutual interdependences, one must
acknowledge that after the introduction of any reforms both should engage,
at least to a certain degree a certain number of faculty members to support
them, and secondly their proceeding may be simply time-consuming as any
reshaping of rules- or standards-following usually is.
For this compound reason Braxton, Luckey and Helland agree with
Diamond with no hesitation on five profound roles that central administration (provost, the chief academic officer etc.) is supposed to cast during the
projecting, proceeding and implementation of such reforms (Braxton et al.
2002: 87-88). Firstly, the reshaping of the award system should go hand in
hand with the university mission ascription. Secondly, the process of
changes must be put into administrative-procedural motion of which,
thirdly, central administration must take responsibility. Fourthly, as it was
clearly stressed before, that the whole faculty should be encouraged to engage into the deliberative process of restructuring their institution, which
improves the whole morale of the community (Glassick et al. 1997: 54). Following Olsen we may say that here “reform is understood as occasion for
interpretation and opinion formation as much as decision-making”: Olsen:
2007: 182). Naturally, all the time the central administration should monitor
the process in order not to slip out of institutional control and a procedural
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steps pursuit, and thus having decisions made and changes introduced into
an institution.
Having all of this in mind we would like to specify the second question
(Q2), concerns taking into account the four forms of scholarship, into three
sub-questions for further consideration:
Q2 A: Should all four forms of scholarship deserve equal recognition for
the tenure and promotion no matter what the mission prescribed?
Q2 B: Should all four forms of scholarship be recognized as equal in the
Polish system of HE, nevertheless each institution, accordingly to its
autonomously assigned mission be free to evaluate some forms of scholarship more than others?
Q2 C: Should all forms of scholarship be equally recognized, however
during an academic career each faculty member may or should sign
a (two/three/four/five-years) “creativity contract” (agreement) with the
institution on which kind of scholarship s/he is most interested in at the
particular moment of his/her career, and then, appropriately to the kind of
scholarship chosen in the agreement, on which terms would be evaluated as
a faculty member during the time stipulated by the contract?
The said subsequent questions address a similar issue to the more general one that was posed by Kwiek: “How far can the differentiation processes within the academic profession go in following the differentiation
processes in higher education systems themselves?” (Kwiek 2012: 32), processes reflected in, among other factors, mission ascription to a university
and differentiation, most basically, into research-intensive and teaching or
simply teaching-oriented institutions (Kwiek 2010: 381); further, in “possibly salary brackets depending on national classifications or rankings of
higher education institutions, with increased opportunities of academic
mobility between them” (Kwiek 2013: 85)? Do institutional autonomy in
conjunction with the idea of “a segmented mission” form a sufficient
grounding for a positive answer (Nazaré 2012: 68, 70-74)?
Thus, there are some big questions stemming from these issues.
Who/what matters more in the last case, a faculty member’s autonomous
will or the institution’s mission? Should the mission be prescribed by a university or by each faculty (Glassick et al. 1997: 52) of a university? Nonetheless, one must keep in mind that “too much power given to the departments
may lead to the gradual disintegration of the university as a whole” (Kwiek
2013: 277; Olsen 2010: 171).
These problems turn to be very urgent now especially with regard to the
quite often conflicting individual and institutional imperatives and in addition in relation to the restated question of university-funding. Therefore, the
question of mission ascription to a university or a department and then, on
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the other hand, on individual scholarly path-taking (creativity agreements
signing) involve other profound questions like “how (…) should they be
combined, and based on which funding streams (e.g. mostly public or
mostly private) – will become crucial in the next decade” (Kwiek 2012: 39;
Kwiek 2013: 64).9
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